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Abstract

Smoking is currently the leading cause of preventable death in the United States and is responsible for over four million deaths annually worldwide. Therefore, there is a vast clinical unmet need with regards to therapeutics targeting smoking cessation. This is even more apparent when examining smokers co-morbid with psychiatric illness, as rates of smoking in this population are \( \sim 4 \times \) higher than in the general population.
Examining common genetic and molecular signaling pathways impinging upon both smoking behavior and psychiatric illness will lead to a better understanding of co-morbid disorders and potential development of novel therapeutics. Studies have implicated the Neuregulin Signaling Pathway in the pathophysiology of a number of psychiatric illnesses. Additionally, recent studies have also shown an association between the Neuregulin Signaling Pathway and smoking behaviors. This review outlines basic mechanisms of the Neuregulin Signaling Pathway and how it may be exploited for precision medicine approaches in treating nicotine dependence and mental illness.

1. INTRODUCTION

Tobacco smoking is still the leading cause of preventable death in the United States even years after the discovery of multiple smoking cessation therapies. The main addictive component in cigarette smoke is nicotine (United States. Department of the Army. Office of the Surgeon General, 1988), which drives the reinforcement behind smoking behavior. With global smoking-related mortality reaching nearly six million deaths annually (“WHO urges more countries to require large, graphic health warnings on tobacco packaging: the WHO report on the global tobacco epidemic, 2011 examines antitobacco mass-media campaigns,” WHO, 2011), there is a high demand for targeted therapeutics that successfully aid smokers to quit. Several smoking cessation pharmacotherapies are available, including nicotine replacement therapy, prescription medication such as bupropion (originally designed as an antidepressant) and the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor (nAChR) partial agonist varenicline (Cummings & Mahoney, 2006; Jorenby et al., 2006); however, the success rate of such therapies after 1 year is at best only 20–25% (Gonzales et al., 2006). In comparison, approximately 3% of individuals trying to quit without any pharmacotherapies are still abstinent after 6 months (Hughes et al., 1992). The majority of smokers would like to quit and are aware of the risks of smoking, but are unable to do so. The positive reinforcing effect of nicotine is an important determinant of cessation failure; however, it is not the only factor that should be taken into account. The significant aversive withdrawal symptoms that occur during abstinence are also considered a major determinant of high relapse rates (Le Foll & Goldberg, 2009).

Withdrawal symptoms are relatively well-characterized and include both cognitive and affective symptoms. These symptoms primarily include...
depressed mood states, anxiety, irritability, concentration difficulties, and craving (Hughes, 2007). It is suggested that withdrawal symptom severity is a more valid indicator of smoking cessation outcome than nicotine intake or dependence (West, Hajek, & Belcher, 1989). Of these aversive withdrawal symptoms, a common affective symptom is depression. Interestingly, depressed mood is also associated with nicotine dependence, but it is not known whether depression predisposes an individual to begin smoking or whether depression develops during the course of nicotine dependence.

Broadly, nicotine dependence is highly co-morbid with several psychiatric illnesses and other substance use disorders, which further complicates smoking cessation. However, the relationship between nicotine use and mental disorders is still elusive and debatable (Moylan, Jacka, Pasco, & Berk, 2012). It has been suggested that nicotine is used in an effort to self-medicate symptoms occurring in psychiatric illnesses such as schizophrenia (Royal College of Physicians of London & Royal College of Psychiatrists, 2013), i.e., smoking would primarily be a consequence of the psychiatric disease. The second possible explanation for the co-morbidity is that smoking is itself a cause of psychiatric illness; the evidence for this is variable and depends on conditions being examined. For example, growing evidence supports the causal role of smoking in the etiology of depression (Breslau, Peterson, Schultz, Chilcoat, & Andreski, 1998; Kendler et al., 1993; Pasco et al., 2008). However, evidence must come from well-conducted prospective epidemiological studies, within-family studies, or Mendelian randomization studies using genetic markers to test causality, as randomized clinical trials cannot be used to test this hypothesis. The third potential reason for the co-morbidity may be that there are underlying genetic factors in common to specific mental disorders and smoking-related phenotypes, including nicotine dependence and withdrawal. A prime candidate for this third explanation is the co-morbidity observed between nicotine dependence and schizophrenia.

Within the co-morbid population, overall prevalence of smoking in schizophrenia patients is higher than in patients with other psychiatric conditions (Dickerson et al., 2013). Strikingly, high smoking prevalences, 60–90%, have been reported in schizophrenia patients (Dickerson et al., 2013; Matthews, Wilson, & Mitchell, 2011; Zabala et al., 2009), compared to the approximately 18% prevalence rate in the general U.S. population (Jamal et al., 2014). In addition to being more frequently current smokers, schizophrenia patients typically smoke more, are more likely nicotine dependent, and are less likely to succeed in quitting (Addington &
el-Guebaly, 1998; George et al., 2002; Ziedonis & George, 1997). However, the association of smoking with schizophrenia is not universal. For example, among Chinese women with schizophrenia, the prevalence of smoking was only slightly higher than in the general Chinese population (Hou et al., 2011; Xu et al., 2014). However, this finding could reasonably be due to a greater percentage of smokers in the Chinese population (28.1%) (Li, Hsia, & Yang, 2011) as compared to the ~20% of Americans. Nonetheless, the strength and consistency of the association over the Western world suggests that there may also be an underlying biological basis for it. Furthermore, given the differences in genetic architecture between major human ancestry groups, the findings in Chinese patients do not exclude a genetic contribution in European ancestry populations.

The neurodevelopmental theory of schizophrenia suggests that genetic and/or environmental factors negatively affect brain development during critical neural development milestones (Rapoport, Addington, Frangou, & Psych, 2005). These in turn are responsible for the biochemical alterations observed in people diagnosed with the disease (Marenco, Weinberger, & Schreurs, 2003). Breaking down the symptom profile of schizophrenia into several disease-relevant endophenotypes has enabled investigation of the role of specific risk genes that impact behavioral and biological components of this disease phenotype (Braff, Freedman, Schork, & Gottesman, 2007; Waddington et al., 2007; Walters & Owen, 2007). For example, linkage and association studies have resulted in several candidate genes such as **DTNBP1**, **DISC1**, **NRG1**, and **NRG3**. One of the most promising susceptibility genes for schizophrenia is **NRG3** due to the observation that structural and polymorphic variations of this gene are associated with a wide spectrum of neurodevelopmental disorders with phenotypes encompassing developmental delay, impairment of cognition, and autism (Balciuniene et al., 2007). This genetic variation is due to recurrent microdeletions of chromosome 10q22-q23 that involve the NRG3 gene and also shows linkage to schizophrenia in Ashkenazi Jewish and Han Chinese populations (Fallin et al., 2003; Faraone et al., 2006). A noncoding genetic variation in NRG3 has also been observed as a putative risk factor for schizophrenia (Chen et al., 2009; Morar et al., 2011; Sonuga-Barke et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2008). Additionally, genetic association studies show multiple genes and epistatic locus interactions (Benzel et al., 2007) within the NRG–ErbB signaling pathway that increases the risk for schizophrenia. These multiple genes encode for NRG3, NRG1, ERBB4, and AKT1, suggesting this signaling cascade may represent a pathogenic network occurring in schizophrenia.
While it is difficult to evaluate the possible therapeutic effects of nicotine in mental disorders, it may be more approachable to view these co-morbidities through the lens of genetics. For example, genes encoding for the Neuregulin Signaling Pathway have been consistently implicated in the etiology of schizophrenia (Li, Collier, & He, 2006; Munafo, Attwood, & Flint, 2008; Munafo, Thiselton, Clark, & Flint, 2006) and these same genes have recently also been implicated in smoking behavior (Loukola et al., 2014; Turner et al., 2014). Therefore, examining this pathway for possible alterations both in psychiatric illness and in nicotine dependence and cessation outcomes may aid in identifying a common link for these co-morbid disorders.

2. KNOWN MECHANISMS OF NEUREGULIN–ErbB SIGNALING

2.1 Overview

Recently, neuregulins (NRGs) have been studied as molecular links between several co-morbid disorders such as nicotine dependence, schizophrenia, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), and depression. This family of epidermal growth factor (EGF)-like proteins is widely expressed within the central nervous system (CNS) and has been implicated in a variety of processes, including neural development and brain activity homeostasis (for review, see Mei & Nave, 2014). While this review focuses on their effects in the CNS, NRGs signal through receptor tyrosine kinases of the ErbB family to achieve cell-to-cell interactions throughout the body, including breast and heart tissue (Yarden & Sliwkowski, 2001), where they have broad impact on cellular function and signaling. The NRG gene family encodes for NRG1-6, and each gene gives rise to multiple splice variants. NRG1 was the first ligand to be discovered in the brain for its function in biological processes such as activation of ErbB receptors, stimulation of Schwann cell growth, and induction of acetylcholine receptor expression (Falls, 2003; Mei & Xiong, 2008). NRG1 was also found to be a key regulator in neurotransmitter function, myelination, and synaptic plasticity related to drugs of abuse and schizophrenia (Law, 2014). However, since then, other members of the NRG family have been identified for various functions in the CNS (Carraway et al., 1997; Chang, Riese, Gilbert, Stern, & McMahan, 1997; Harari et al., 1999; Howard, Panchal, McCarthy, & Ashworth, 2005; Kanemoto et al., 2001; Kinugasa et al., 2004; Uchida et al., 1999; Watanabe et al., 1995; Zhang et al., 1997).
2.2 Neuregulin Binding and ErbB Dimerization

Neuregulins are produced as transmembrane bound precursors (Massague & Pandiella, 1993; Fig. 1(1)). The intracellular domain of NRG1 is released after proteolytic cleavage and is translocated to the nucleus of the presynaptic neuron, where it influences processes such as apoptosis (Bao, Wolpowitz, Role, & Talmage, 2003); this cascade of events is called back signaling. NRGs also interact with and activate ErbB receptors (ErbB1–4), resulting in

Nicotine induced increase of NRG3–ErbB4 signaling

Figure 1 (1) Nicotine binds to the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor, causing a conformational change that opens the receptor’s ion channel and allowing entry of Ca\(^{2+}\) and Na\(^{+}\). The influx of these cations further activates voltage-dependent calcium channels, allowing more Ca\(^{2+}\) to enter, increasing the production of second messenger cyclic AMP (cAMP). These increases in cAMP lead to the activation of the transcription factor CREB, inducing increased expression of NRG3. (2) The NRG3 EGF-like domain is then proteolytically cleaved by BACE1 and binds to the ErbB4 receptor. Upon binding of NRG3, conformational changes increase the affinity for another ErbB molecule, thus leading to homo- or heterodimerization. This dimerization results in activation of ErbB receptor tyrosine kinases and other intracellular signaling pathways referred to as canonical forward signaling. (3) An alternative pathway results from the cleavage of the intracellular domain of ErbB4 by a gamma-secretase complex and subsequent translocation to the nucleus to regulate gene transcription, also known as noncanonical forward signaling. (4) NRG–ErbB4 signaling can also directly suppress Src-mediated enhancement of synaptic NMDAR function.
activation of intracellular signaling pathways (such as ERK-, PI3K-, and Akt-mediated signaling) within the postsynaptic cell; this cascade of events is called canonical forward signaling, which has been shown to modulate neuronal migration and differentiation (Falls, 2003), as well as to play a role in the stimulation or inhibition of processes such as apoptosis, adhesion, proliferation, differentiation, and migration (Yarden & Sliwkowski, 2001; Fig. 1(2)). The extracellular EGF domain of NRG binds to the ErbB receptor and initiates conformational changes in the receptor molecule, thereby increasing the affinity for another ErbB molecule and leading to homo- or heterodimerization (i.e., ErbB1–ErbB1 or Erb1–ErbB4) (Olayioye, Neve, Lane, & Hynes, 2000). This recruitment of specific ErbB molecules seems to be driven in part by the activating NRG. For example, NRG3 binds exclusively to ErbB4 receptors, but this can either be ErbB4 homodimers or be ErbB4:ErbB2 heterodimers (Zhang et al., 1997). Unlike recruitment of the dimer, however, the recruited phosphorylated ErbB partner determines the functional nature of signaling, irrespective of the ErbB ligand. The receptor dimerization activates the tyrosine kinase domain and allows it to phosphorylate tyrosine residues in the cytoplasmic region of the ErbB partner. The phosphorylated tyrosine residues then recruit various adaptors/effectors that induce specific intracellular signaling cascades, which appear to be subtype dependent. For example, ErbB4 mainly links to the Ras–MAPK and PI3k–Akt pathways (Muraoka-Cook, Feng, Strunk, & Earp, 2008; Ortega et al., 2012), and this signaling is considered to be important in many neural developmental processes, including circuitry generation, neurotransmission, and synaptic plasticity (Mei & Nave, 2014). A third mechanism of action for ErbB is the noncanonical forward signaling, where upon binding of NRG to the ErbB receptor, the C-terminal intracellular domain of ErbB is released by proteolytic cleavage and translocated to the nucleus where it can regulate gene transcription (Lee et al., 2002; Ni, Murphy, Golde, & Carpenter, 2001; Fig. 1(3)).

2.3 Effects of Alternative Splicing of the ErbB4 Receptor

In addition to dimerization of ErbB receptors, alternative splicing of the various ErbB receptors increases the system complexity by selectively shunting activation of intracellular signaling cascades. For example, in the human genome, alternative splicing of the ERBB4 gene at exon 15/16 and exon 26 produces multiple ERBB4 variants (JM-a/b/c/d and CYT-1/2) (Veikkolainen et al., 2011; Zeng et al., 2009). These splice variants can have
distinct effects. For example, the CYT-1 variant can recruit the p85 regulatory adapter to preferentially activate PI3k signaling. Additionally, this same splice variant is susceptible to proteolytic cleavage by TNF-alpha converting enzyme (TACE) and gamma-secretase (Sundvall et al., 2010; Vidal, Naresh, Marrero, & Jones, 2005), producing an 80-kDa intracellular fragment (ERBB4-ICD), which interacts with the transcription factor STAT4 and migrates to the nucleus, acting as a molecular chaperone (Sundvall et al., 2010; Vidal et al., 2005).

### 2.4 Neuregulin–ErbB4 Effects on NMDA Receptors

ErbB4 also contains a PDZ-binding motif at the carboxyl terminal and is anchored to the postsynaptic density protein 95 (PSD95) in neurons (Huang et al., 2000). Even when ErbB4 is phosphorylated by another partner, or proteolytically cleaved to produce ErbB4-ICD, the signal is only minimally transported to the soma or translocated to the nucleus (Lee et al., 2002; Ni et al., 2001). Instead, the interaction with the scaffolding protein PSD95 allows ErbB4 receptors to closely interact with ionotropic glutamate receptors (NMDARs), thereby enhancing this signaling within the postsynaptic compartments (Garcia, Vasudevan, & Buonanno, 2000). A recent study from Pitcher and colleagues (2011) demonstrated a new mechanism by which NRG–ErbB4 activation results in NMDA hypofunction (Fig. 1(4)). This constrained activity allowed ErbB4 activation to trigger dephosphorylation of the NMDAR, resulting in reduced function of the NMDAR. Dysregulation of glutamatergic transmission has been implicated in schizophrenia, mainly because of psychotomimetic effects of NMDA receptor antagonists (Coyle & Tsai, 2004). Therefore, these findings represent a new pathway by which NMDAR and ErbB4 interaction could underlie schizophrenic pathophysiology. However, whether and how this mechanism is altered in nicotine dependence is currently unknown.

### 2.5 Acetylcholine Receptor Inducing Activity: Modulation of nAChR Expression

One potential way that NRG–ErbB signaling and nicotine dependence may overlap is through modulation of nAChR expression. Some members of the NRG family are shown to stimulate nAChR synthesis and clustering in cultured chick and rat myotubes (Falls, Rosen, Corfas, Lane, & Fischbach, 1993), and thus are called “acetylcholine receptor inducing activity” (ARIA) proteins. This observation has now been extended to the CNS, where studies have demonstrated that NRG1 activity results in an increase
in synaptic expression of α7-containing nAChRs (Hancock, Canetta, Role, & Talmage, 2008; Yang, Kuo, Devay, Yu, & Role, 1998). Thus, a direct association between NRG and cholinergic signaling exists at the level of nAChR expression. These studies are particularly intriguing in light of reported deficits in α7-homopentameric nAChRs in schizophrenia patients (Leonard et al., 1996, 2002). However, these phenomena have only been recently evaluated in nicotine dependence and cessation phenotypes.

3. NRG3: RELEVANCE IN SMOKING BEHAVIOR AND CO-MORBID DISORDERS

3.1 Potential Role of NRG3 in Nicotine Withdrawal and Smoking Cessation Outcome

Recent research showcasing the translational utility of cross-species models identified potential mechanisms and functional outcomes associated with NRG3–ErbB4 signaling during nicotine withdrawal (Loukola et al., 2014; Turner et al., 2014). Turner and colleagues (2014) evaluated molecular adaptations to nicotine withdrawal in discrete brain regions implicated in both cognitive and affective withdrawal symptoms. These studies investigated chromatin alterations and transcriptional control of CREB target genes following chronic nicotine exposure and 24-h withdrawal using next-generation sequencing. This coupling of CREB chromatin immunoprecipitation and high-throughput sequencing (ChIP-seq) resulted in the identification of a novel molecular target for nicotine dependence, NRG3, with increased expression detected in response to chronic nicotine exposure and withdrawal. To directly evaluate whether NRG3–ErbB4 signaling could impact smoking cessation behaviors, the authors utilized both genetic and pharmacological tools to block NRG3–ErbB4 signaling during chronic nicotine treatment and withdrawal. They observed that a co-occurring induction of NRG3 during early withdrawal is associated with increased anxiety-like behavior in mice. However, if this increased NRG3 signaling is blunted, either in NRG3 hypomorphic mice (NRG3skα) or in wild-type mice treated with an ErbB4 inhibitor (afatinib), the anxiety behaviors observed during withdrawal were also blunted, suggesting a relationship between changes in NRG3 signaling and behavior. While the precise mechanism by which NRG3 impacts these withdrawal behaviors is unknown, these studies encouraged further scrutiny of NRG3’s role in smoking cessation outcomes. Therefore, in order to evaluate the clinical relevance of this finding in human smokers, Turner and colleagues (2014)
examined genetic polymorphisms in NRG3 and identified single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) that significantly associated with reduced smoking cessation rates at both 6 weeks and 6 months.

3.2 NRG3 in Schizophrenia

Structural and polymorphic variation of NRG3 is associated with not only schizophrenia but also a broad spectrum of neurodevelopmental disorders. Previous fine mapping of the 10q22-23 schizophrenia locus identified significant association between delusion severity and polymorphisms on intron 1 of NRG3 (Morar et al., 2011). Following these findings, Kao and colleagues (2010) examined NRG3 in 400 postmortem prefrontal cortical tissue samples from schizophrenia patients and controls, evaluating the association between disease state, genetic risk variants, and NRG3 expression levels. Alternative splicing enables one gene to encode multiple proteins and is often regulated in a tissue-specific and developmental manner (Cotton et al., 2008; Kampa et al., 2004). Using RNA expression profiling, Kao and colleagues revealed that NRG3 expression is developmentally regulated and increased in schizophrenia (Kao et al., 2010). Furthermore, NRG3 undergoes complex splicing, leading to many distinct isoforms, all of which have an EGF-like bioactive domain, a transmembrane domain, and a complete cytoplasmic tail (Kao et al., 2010). Hatzimanolis and colleagues (2013) hypothesized that more than one damaging variant in the NRG signaling pathway genes may be needed to cause schizophrenia. They scrutinized all known genes within the NRG signaling pathway and detected an aggregation of predicted damaging variants in a subset of individuals showing unique phenotypic properties. Further, their data supports the notion that damaging variants in the NRG signaling pathway may underlie the heterogeneity of schizophrenia, which is observed in both as phenotypic variability and as genetic complexity.

3.3 NRG3: Possible Mechanisms Underlying Co-morbidity

While evaluation of SNPs common to both nicotine dependence and schizophrenia is unfortunately lacking to date, one potential way NRG3 may be contributing to smoking behavior as well as to co-morbid disorders, such as schizophrenia, is via its role in impulsivity. One shared distinct deficit among co-morbid disorders such as addiction, ADHD, and schizophrenia is impulse control. Impulsivity is suggested to be a prominent, heritable symptom among psychiatric disorders (American Psychiatric Association &
American Psychiatric Association. Task Force on DSM-IV, 1994) and can manifest in a variety of impulsive behaviors, which can be observed for example in computerized response tasks (Loos et al., 2014). A facet of impulsivity is impulsive action, which can be broadly defined as the inability to withhold from making a response. Genetic mapping of impulsive action in mice has revealed a locus on chromosome 14, which is homologous to the human 10q22-q23 schizophrenia-susceptibility locus encompassing NRG3 (Loos et al., 2014). To confirm its influence on impulsive action, congenic mice carrying the impulsivity locus (lmpu1) showed that increased impulsivity was associated with increased Nrg3 expression in the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), a region known for its role in drug abuse-related behaviors. Loos and colleagues (2014) also showed that viral overexpression of Nrg3 in the mPFC increased impulsivity, whereas loss-of-function mutant mice showed decreased impulsivity (Loos et al., 2014). Although the level of NRG3 expression appears to influence levels of inhibitory control, the specific mechanism how NRG3 signaling impacts impulsivity and how this relates to nicotine dependence and schizophrenia is unknown.

4. ERBB4: RELEVANCE IN SMOKING BEHAVIOR AND CO-MORBID DISORDERS

4.1 Association Between ERBB4 and Nicotine Dependence

Recently, ERBB4 was shown to be associated with nicotine dependence. Loukola and colleagues (2014) performed a genome-wide association study on 1114 adult twins ascertained for heavy smoking from a population-based Finnish Twin Cohort study. With 17 smoking-related phenotypes available, the authors were able to comprehensively portray the multiple dimensions of smoking behavior, such as smoking initiation, amount smoked, and nicotine dependence. By employing a convergent approach, the authors gathered multiple independent lines of evidence supporting the association between ERBB4 and nicotine dependence defined by DSM-IV (American Psychiatric Association, 1994). The initial association detected in the Finnish twin sample was replicated in an independent Australian twin family sample of 4425 individuals. Further, ERBB4 is located within a regular smoking linkage locus previously identified in the Finnish twin families (Loukola et al., 2008) and within a smoking quantity locus highlighted in a linkage meta-analysis (Han, Gelernter, Luo, & Yang, 2010). These results provided novel evidence for the involvement of ErbB4 in nicotine dependence (Loukola et al., 2014).
4.2 ErbB4–NMDA Receptor Interactions in Schizophrenia and Possible Relevance for Co-morbidity with Nicotine Dependence

While a valid animal model of schizophrenia has been difficult to construct due to the polygenetic nature of the disease, genetic mouse models resulting in increased activation of NRG–ErbB4 signaling have aided understanding of the disease. For example, Paterson and Law (2014) recently investigated the effects of \( \text{Nrg}^3 \) overexpression with regards to activation of the ErbB4–Akt signaling pathway. They found that excessive ErbB4 activation during development had life-long consequences on discrete behavioral phenotypes and posited that this enhanced signaling impacts early neonatal brain development and influences circuitry that is involved in behaviors related to anxiety and sociability (Paterson & Law, 2014). Further studies by Del Pino and colleagues (2013) examined schizophrenia-like phenotypes in ErbB4-floxed mutant mice. They found that deletion of \( \text{ErbB4} \) from two main types of fast-spiking neurons (chandelier and basket cells) caused disruption in the synchrony of cortical regions. This functional deficit was found to be associated with increased locomotor activity, abnormal emotional and social responses, and impaired cognitive function, thus leading to the conclusion that dysfunction of cortical fast-spiking interneurons might be central to the etiology of schizophrenia (Del Pino et al., 2013). However, these dual observations may be due to the close proximity of and interaction between NMDA and ErbB4 receptors (Garcia et al., 2000). As discussed earlier, ErbB4 activation can result in reduced NMDA receptor function. However, the effects of chronic ErbB4 inhibition on NMDA receptors are unknown, especially during development, but NMDA receptor hypofunction has been suggested to underlie some schizophrenic traits. In line with this, phencyclidine and ketamine, two anesthetics that induce schizophrenia-like symptoms, are in fact NMDAR channel blockers (Anis, Berry, Burton, & Lodge, 1983; Javitt & Zukin, 1991). Additionally, current animal models of NMDAR hypofunction via genetic down-regulation of NMDARs result in traits resembling schizophrenia (Belforte et al., 2010; Mohn, Gainetdinov, Caron, & Koller, 1999). Therefore, these findings represent a new pathway by which NMDAR and ErbB4 receptor interaction could underlie schizophrenic pathophysiology. However, whether and how this mechanism is altered in nicotine dependence is currently unknown, but may hold relevance both for understanding co-morbidity and for developing new treatments.
5. SUMMARY

With continual technological advancements, genetic studies have helped scientists identify common genetic variation within the human population that may underlie nicotine dependence and co-morbid disorders, such as schizophrenia. For example, SNPs on genes encoding the NRG–ErbB signaling pathway have been shown to influence nicotine dependence and withdrawal (Turner et al., 2014), as well as the pathophysiology of schizophrenia (Badner & Gershon, 2002; Gurling et al., 2001), providing researchers new insight into the potential benefits of examining the NRG–ErbB4 pathway for novel therapeutic targets not only for smoking cessation but also for treating symptoms seen in schizophrenia as well. Furthermore, due to such high demand for novel therapeutics targeted at treating co-morbid disorders such as tobacco smoking and schizophrenia, understanding common cellular processes that link these disorders is worth investigating and the NRG–ErbB pathway may represent a promising place to start.
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